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Abstract

The process of disease development in the cervix follows stimulus from oncogenic factor acting principally on the anterior and posterior cervical lips site during cervical eversion resulting to metaplasia in one hand, or on the histophysiology and immunity to give disease. The lesions of the cervix vary in number, type, and rare with few children forms in existence. From 18 years retrospective study were and 1501 specimens of uterine cervix from Igbo female patients of South-Eastern Nigeria whose ages ranged from 20 to 79 years, consulted at 5 major Hospitals and Pathology Laboratories. Common clinical symptoms were irregular vaginal bleeding, lower abdominal pain, post coital bleeding, and weakness in the morning. Nine diseases found were inflammation, benign, and three sub-types of carcinoma. Benign lesions were 28% in 5 age groups and 75% is inflammatory, and 40 - 49 was most burdened with 52% cases while 19% are in 20 - 29. Sixty six percent cancers occurred in 5 age groups to which 34% is in 50 - 59 and is followed by 30% in 60 - 69. All cervical diseases distribution showed 35% were in 40 - 49 and 27% with 50 - 59 while 7% occurred in 20 - 29. Squamous cell carcinoma is 38% of all cervical diseases and was found most 57% of 989 cancer cases. Cancers nuclear features were specific and undifferentiated showed 78% of oval nuclear over all shapes, and 60% were seen of poorly differentiated. All diseases were histomorphologically distinguishable in pattern of cells arrangement and haematologic parameters less significance.
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Introduction

The diseases of the uterine cervix varied in presentations and two major types have been confirmed to be benign - i.e. soft tissue neoplasias, which long have been said to contain sufficient cellular pointer to stromal sarcoma advancement. The other is papillomavirus-related cervical intraepithelial neoplasias which is precancerous lesions [1] and may not always advance to cancer as they spontaneously can regress when stimulus is removed. The duo development is associated in part to lots of factors which when incident on squamocolumnar junction can engender histologic changes [2]. The periodic changes of transformation of the cells of the anterior or posterior cervical lips particularly at menopause [3] or before cellular metaplasia of the region predisposes the susceptible site to evolution of several cancer lesions [4] which may occur more often than when there is short period benign lesion giving rise to same cancer.

The development of benign neoplasias of the uterine cervix is dependent upon factors or as natural differentiation occurs in association. When such potentiating factors are incidental, the frequency is not generally for the two basic types. Most common type is leiomyoma of the cervix which is said to account for 8% of all uterine leiomyoma [5]. These lesions may protrude as polyp into the endocervical canal at which position it is commonly considered as endocervical polyp. Being submucosal, leiomyoma of the uterine corpus origin appear with histologic resemblance with the other lesions but may have the potential of malignant simula-
tion or transformation. However endocervical polyps are always viewed by Investigators as common lesion among 4th to 6th decade of multigravidas [6, 7]. Associated symptoms are profuse mucous discharge or abnormal bleeding said to be often with small size of 1cm in diameter as well as large polyps [8]. Also much friction or irritations by large protruding polyps of 5cm and above seem to produce increased and variable infrequent clinical symptoms. Though these same clinical symptoms are observable of vaginal polyps but do vary slightly in histomorphologic entities with the presence of atypical stromal cells [9]. Clinical symptoms of uterine leiomyomas are associated abnormal bleeding, sudden pain, post-coital bleeding, frequent or uncurbed microorganism infections and anemia.

The others rare but possible benign neoplasia of the cervix include lipoma, blue nevus, glioma, and lymphangioma [10-14], and these are accidental finding in hysterectomy. Possible among the younger females are two rare neoplasia types of mesonephric papilloma and papilloma adenofibroma [15, 16].

Several factors have been confirmed to promote or cause cervical lesions which are associated with the development of sustained or frequent stimulus over time. These may be direct or indirect factors as contended by similar studies. Multiple sex partners and the age of first sexual intercourse have been said to predispose an individual female to increasing risk of an oncogenic factor to cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) or other intraepithelial abnormal changes (dysplasia) over the period. The potential effects of poor hygiene resulting to viral and bacterial infections [17-20] have been identified as etiologic factors to cervical cancer (particularly the presence of Haemophilus vaginalis, Chlamydia, Neisseria gonorrhoeae and Trichomonas protozoa that can on colonizing the region initiate carcinogenesis of varying degree or lesion). The presence of viral content in Papanicolaou smears from young women with cervical warts have been established to progress to neoplasia (CIN) and squamous intraepithelial lesion (SIL) hence cancer. Viral particles identified include those of Herpes virus, Human papilloma virus (HPV), and Cytomegalovirus which are all known as potentiators of cervical cancer through CIN or SIL. Other factors regarded as indirect are age of patients (which is obvious at sudden withdrawal of hormonal volume or eventual absence), pregnancy (when there is up surge of certain hormones) and trauma (continued irritation or friction, which may be post operative or accidental).

The identification, characterization or staging of cervical lesions are based on good and reliable histological methods that can showcase histomorphologic entities of the lesion and the possible isolates and/or confirmation of the presence of causative agents. These methods have earlier been standardized through Papanicolaou smear screening method, and of late the identification of DNA of HPV, [21, 22] Herpes virus, Chlamydia trachomatis and others in smears and tissues. Also the screenings of patient hormonal status, age and socioeconomic status have been helpful though not specific.

The analysis and recognition of the presence of precancerous conditions is key to prevention and staging of cancers, while the evidence of benign lesions are only subjective and hence is to tackle early stage or stages potential enough for cancer development as the large leiomyomatous polyps, and Condyloma [23]. These lesions are also capable of regression.

The 18 year study of lesions affecting the uterine cervix of Igbo women of Nigeria was to ascertain if there are new changes apart from previous existing pattern through which cervical lesions can occur in the early 21st century. In addition, identifiable and possible evidence of new factors capable of transforming epithelial cells to cancer through new characteristic pattern of benign lesions or histomorphologic changes specific for any new factor will be searched. The search would reveal uterine cervical lesions, and epidemiological data about the Igbo women of Eastern Nigeria.

Materials and Methods

The retrospective study spanned through a period of 18 years (1996-2013), involving scrutiny of 2581 patients whose clinical folders, laboratory request forms and results were traced to Igbo female residence in South-East Nigeria. Their samples to Royal Ihedu Medical Diagnostic Laboratory were further traced to Hospitals (Government, Private and Mission) which though may or not have required facilities and efficient Staff for Histopathology diagnosis but have the capability for Surgical procedures. Such Hospitals were located at South-east of Igbo land which population is majorly characterized by peasant farmers, artisans, professionals, numerous traders and civil servants (Figure 1). Names of such patients and dates of surgery were confirmed by comprehensive scrutiny of staffers and possibly trace patient to home address only on uterine cervix cases. Cases which confirmation and ethnic origin were not determined or found to be obscure by cross-ethnic marriage mother or father were disqualified for the study. Also cases which folders bear understandable clinical history and which were further found difficult to comprehend were further subjected to scrutiny, and on failure were rejected for the study.

All clinical records and histopathology report books consulted and approved were reviewed alongside processed tissue blocks and slides and must have convincing identity to one of the five Pathology Laboratories of the Hospitals chosen for the study. The remaining gross or fragments samples from which tissue blocks and slides were made at initial, were searched to ascertain and authenticate the origin of tissue blocks and slides. Tissue blocks and slides were sought and reviewed microscopically alongside all corresponding histopathology reports. Also clinical history of patients assessed were used to considered accuracy of request for laboratory testing of samples and results, while medical imaging involvement in sampling and diagnosis was considered for appropriateness of sample and authentication of site. Ultrasound imaging, Colposcopy and ablation and/or excisions were considered and involved procedures.

All clinical records irrespective of sufficient patient history were further probed for satisfactory evidence and must meet the criteria for inclusion if tissue blocks and slides were traced to them. New slides were also made from these blocks, stained by popular Harris's heamatoxylin and eosin staining technique. The same were reported upon and diagnosis authenticated in comparison with previously histopathology reports. Nuclear shapes were evaluated on random scale of 100 cell nuclei per light-field microscopy for up to 1000 cell nuclei. Therefore number of light-field microscopy viewed is directly proportional to cell nuclei counted.

Also the hematological parameters of patients were sought through the folders and same reports were traced to Departments of Hematology for authentication accuracy, and confirmation.

Results

In 18 years consultation were 1501 uterine cervix samples searched out of 2581 gynecological specimens from five hospitals located in five states in the South-East Nigeria in 5 States in the region. In all only 1381 (92%) cases sampling were by excision or ablation after Colposcopy as means of treatment as well. These follow abdominoperineal ultrasound imaging which help for appropriateness and investigation of site, and in 120 cases there were no ultrasound but only colposcopy carried out after which was ablation or excision. Such technical procedures were carried out in all of the five hospitals in Aba, Abakaliki, Enugu, Owerri, and Umuahia towns in the States of the region (Figure 1) for sample collection. It was observed that not all the Hospitals have the capability for histopathology investigations and refer samples to Royal Ihe nda Medical Diagnostic Laboratory and these were inclusive in this study.

From the clinical folders discovered that common clinical symptoms of uterine cervix lesions were infrequent with lesion type and may remain variable as lesion progresses or even constant. Must common are associated often and on weakness to do house chores, fainting in morning that progresses to loss of balance while walking in the day, pelvic pain, abnormal bleeding and sudden pain even at coitus, post-coital bleeding, frequent or uncurbed micro organism infections and paleness of eyelids and sub-nasal observed pronounced at late lesion.

All the new slides made from selected tissue blocks reviewed had same diagnosis as the previous, hence there was no variation of results observed. Also provisional diagnosis was accurate in 96.4% of all uterine cervix samples though clinical signs and symptoms were the same for all.

Three basic diseases were found in the cervix were inflammation, benign neoplasia, and cancer occurring in their subtypes and at varying degrees. Histomorphologic entities present denote specific type and pattern of arrangement with all appeared characteristically revealing transformation components that did not expose causative factors (Figures 2-6). Nuclear features were specific for individual cancer type in shapes and sizes while pattern of arrangement confirms design (which also was not specific for same type) that warranted random differentiation from slides of the three cancer types. Two nuclear shapes was observed frequent and occurred more than others in all the slides classed as differentiated and undifferentiated (Figures 4-6). Apparent was that 221 of 283 undifferentiated show oval shaped nuclear dominancy over spindle while with differentiated, 60% of poorly differentiated show oval shaped nuclear dominancy.

Discussion

The occurrence of uterine cervix diseases change and types appear to be more geographical than ethnic and when consideration alongside primary risk factors of infection or incidence of trauma, may also lack arguable merit in favour for genetic character constituents. From the study what appear to have changed were degree and rate of occurrence [24] as in tables I & II, and suggests that more women are responding with trust to Allopathic Medicine than traditional or they are gaining access to it now more than before or that there is improved method of medicare practice due to injection of new technology and staff in the system within this geographical zone (Figure 1). Hence more of cervical lesions were discovered as health care services are nearer to the general population now than before in the region. Therefore, in 18 years 2581 gynecological specimens from five hospitals domiciled in five States of the region were 58% cases of Igbo women found to have uterine cervical problems. Also the methods applied for sampling involved imaging save for 120 cases denied ultrasound imaging for unstated reason. These methods were evident in another report where less significant changes in uterine lesion types and degree of occurrence were recorded but had significance changes in rate of incidence [25]. Again, from our finding 96% of provisional diagnosis were accurate. This could be as a result of improved but appropriate technology application by good and efficient staff.

Cautious effort and diligence were taken to search out from 2581 specimens and records 1501 of uterine cervical diseases from Igbo women extraction. This was done to eliminate ethnic cross
Figure 2. A: Endometrioma of the uterine cervix occurring with Granulation pyogenicum. Developing granulomatas are less apparent and few than young and failed endometrial glands. B: Benign polip Partly reacting stroma. Transformation going on at the bottom left form a delineation border strip differentiating somehow less involved stroma at the right. C: Chronic Cervicitis; Highly reactive lymphoid follicules and few mixed inflammatory cells. D: Cervical Erosion; showing highly reacting areas with eosinophilic stroma. H & E stained. X40.

Figure 3A. Leiomyomatous polyp. Aggressive reacting and suspicious disarrayed papillary component and varied glandular elements patterned in loosed scanty stroma. B: Cervical Dysplasia (CIN III); the dysplastic changes varied based on the degree of infection (Cervicitis). H & E stained. X40.

Figure 4A. Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Cervix; there is disorder in the formation of nest-cells hence there is different size and shape. Also the pattern left and right show somewhat surviving epithelial zones which do have varying degree of necrosis, while stroma retains sea of partially disconnected nest-cells created by massive necrosis. B: Adenocarcinoma (Endometrioid) of the cervix; the papillary nature maintained longitudinal nuclear grooves oriented while oval fashion is few. H & E stained. X40.
The occurrence and frequency rate of benign lesions of the uterine cervix in this study is worrisome considering that six lesions were present and is divided into growth and inflammatory. There was no evidence from clinical history that the development of any of the two types were associated with infection save for histomorphologic entities. However it has been reported that benign growths (leiomyomatous and benign polyps) are not caused by infectious microorganism but when same contaminates the growth and may cause transformation to cancer after continued cytolysis [27, 28]. In this study, known lesions caused by bacterial infection were found and all showed varied histomorphologic characters reviewed in the three types (Figures 1C, D & Table 1).

Of 516 patients with benign lesions in the study was found 131 with growths to which 46 of them occurred in age group 20-29 and 30-39, and the rest in 40-49 and 50-59. These patterns of occurrence among age groups are pointer and incriminate age as factor to increasing benign lesions as reported by other investigators of precancerous lesions because of early diagnosis or screening [29]. These findings do suggest possibility of benign lesions being a precursor to age for transformation to cancer as patients growth are infected with microorganism (Figures 1A - D). Also considering that 159 with benign inflammatory lesions were caused by bacterial infection among age group 20-29 and 30-39 is significant when compared with age groups 40-49 and 50-59 which gave 85 cases. It therefore follows from this study that age and infection alone may not be main factor for benign lesion transformation into cancer scenario. After all, the potential for cellular transformation to occur can be traced to the process of interaction and possible physiology of the individuals. These can be possible even with benign cells as stated elsewhere [30-32]. Also other studies have shown evidence of these benign lesions give duo novo to cancer when there is active sustained factor [33]. Could it be that the two basic types of benign lesions (caused by micro-organism infection and occasioned by hormonal effects) have the same capability of transformation to cancer in this environment? Such capability is open to further investigation as it is necessary for prevention, important for treatment, and management of cancer out come.

Three cancer types were observed in the study, with squamous cell carcinoma occurring most and are followed by undifferentiated carcinoma table 2. The trend has not change as given in this study as in other reports when patient at varying age group respond to cervical screening from region to region where such program is available [34, 35]. In deed what has changed is the rate within period as in this study and solution to abate it has not yielded either. From this study it can be said that the frequency of occurrence within 18 years is alarming and requires urgent attention to curb the menace.
In this study cancer types occurred from age group 30-39 to 70-79 showcasing an undulating frequency of distribution. Most affected age groups are 40-49, 50-59 and 60-69. The reason for such occurrence in this study is not unrelated to poverty and the insensitivity to growing health care campaign in the region even as health care bills scar relations to unpaid and uncared pensioners. The all important cervical cancer screening guideline in Nigeria lack effective adoption for implementation in this region and the neglect observed is vivid in procedural ablation, colposcopy and imaging unlike elsewhere [35]. Hence early detection of cervical cancer is not noted through screening as reports particularly in the western world.

Cautious effort was made to observe that certain nuclear features and arrangements modified pattern of cancer design of uterine cervix particularly with two types. The study of the entire slide helped to obviously identify four types of nuclear features of cancer of the cervix therefore avoiding subtype classification based on nuclear features. Most prominent and of frequent occurrence of them all is that displayed in poorly differentiated and undifferentiated figures 5 and 6. Such finding is classic and may be a pointer to the fact that one type could give room for the other to occur may be under a definite stimulus, or suggest the reason for rare occurrence of sarcomas within the cervix. In poorly differentiated patterns, nuclear features are important among other characteristic elements present to determine the degree of differentiation rather than only considering quantity of components as in figure 4A in this study.

**Conclusion**

It is obvious from this study that uterine cervix diseases occurrence and frequencies are not dependent on regional environment factors alone but may include histophysiologic stimulus and possibly sciophysiologic entities as precursors. The pattern of uterine cervix lesions may vary from one region to another which depends on all age groups and the health care standard. What seem to be racial factor is the environmental contribution in relation to sedentary lifestyle and individual hygiene which can precipitate factors discovered in this study. Uterine cervix lesions vary in occurrence and distribution among age groups have not changed. Hence the transformation of benign lesions of the cervix to cancer types is possible based on precursor acting on agents capable of producing inflammation and inducing physiologic change in time.

Pattern of histomorphologic features for individual lesion that occurred revealed subtypes at varying advances of change as are evident with nuclear features. Uterine cervix lesions distribution among age groups and incidence tend remain slightly unchanged in South-Eastern Nigeria when compared with elsewhere, but has changed in relation with previous reports in the region.
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